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AN ANNOUCEMENT 

The writer is in position to be able to edit a bulletin every 
second month. The contents of this bulletin to consist of local 
news, .record flights and planes, experimental work and all the in
formation we can dig up on models. we also hope to reprint fo
reign models e.nd air:planes that are of special interest. Corres
pondence on models will olso be answered in it. 

The purpose of the bulletin will be to act es a sort of a 
clearing house where ideas mny be excllanged to our mutual benefits, 
and so make possible a continued progress in mo~el aeronautics. 
Another purpose will be to make the hobby more interesting by pub
lishing smile-~ro~ing idiosyncrasies (we had to look in to the 
dictionary too) of fellow 'nuts e,..la "Daily Blurb. 11 

The success of this venture depends upon your cooperation. 
We cannot depend on advertising for the finacial gravy as we are 
in minority and do not contribute very much to the annual revenue. 
Another reason for need of . cooperation is that we must keep the 
operating cost- to a minimum so that the cost of the bulletin may 
be within reo.ch of all of us , especieJ.ly as we have to stint on 
the lmnch money to buy the supplies. The writer has had a little 
experience in printing end he thinks that there is no ree.son why 
the bulletin cannot be printed. to sell for 10 cents per copy 
providing thatthe contributions a.re vole.nta.ry and the conten!s of 
the magazinette obtained from outside source as the writer is 
unable to spend very much time on experimenting. 

Well, there is the proposition. Suesestions and your reac ... 
tions on a postal will decide the outcome of this venture. In 
the meantime the wri tar will begin to assemble con ten ts for the 
first issue, and he will consid.er all correspondence publishable 
~less otherwise requested. 

New York, N. Y. 
October, 1935 Frank Zaic 



roREWORD 

This boolt was written to show in a simple manner 
the past and present progress in Model Aeronautics . I 
triecl to cover as much ground us possible in n rather 
limited spDce, o.nd I also tried .to fill up as many 
of the empty blanks in the designing information as pos
sible. I must admit that we have still mony things to 
solve before we can say we are really going about this 
hobby in a scientific manner. 

The past year showad indications that there is ~ 
slow but steady swing to our form of model b11ilding. 
·T}Jis is very gratifying as it will make . possible spon
sering mo re contests since the sponsor will be as s ured. 
of good attendance. And, also, we can nave~ tell who 
will spring up the next revolutionary idea, Dn4 the ~ore 
we have to work the better ar~ our chan ces of ~ettine 
somplace. To those of you who a. re just g~tting i:fhie bug 
we extencl out greetings, and we assure you of a rather 
pleasant feeling when your brain child works a s per ex
pectations. You don't have to tell the rest of the us 
about your failures us long as you eventually find out 
what caused them and let ting us know the results. All 
this will naturally stir up your brain cells and there 
is no telling what will become of you. 

The future progress Qepends on us. We cennot ex
pe~t help from outside as there simply is not enough 
money in the game to make it worthwhile from n business 
viewpoint. One way of keepin,w; goin13 on is to stop pas
sing the bucket and hope that someone will come out with 
something new. Someone called this state of mind '~on
key Thinking," You know, monkey sees monkey does. It 
le allright to copy a record ship once in a while and 
also keep one good model for winning prizes but do not 
give up experi~enting as it is a lot of fun. 

Another sad factor that needs correctine is that 
when someof us get into the open class we have very lit
tle for constructing models and all our experience is 
for naught. Now, if we could somehow get the theories 
e.nl1 designs from the older group encl {,i ve them to Junior's 
and Seniors to work on, then we vrould have a combination 
hard to beat, ond would we go placest V/hat do you think? 

In a woy I em rother proud of this book, but it is 
up to you to form you ovm opinion. It was wort~while 
spending over two and half months of 16 hour dnys ~etting 
it out . It would have tnken much longer if it were not 
for the whole~hearted cooperation from the contributors 
and the locnl super-critics. Thanks a lot, feliar.s and 
fellow 'nuts. The king's English might surprise some of 
the la3t Yenr Book rea~ers. You will have to thank John 
Yonng for that. I must e.d.mi t that by the time he we.o 
through with his super-proof reading I CQu.l d l\ardly re
cognize my own hieroglyphics. Thnnks are &lso due to 
his .B:l.ster, Bunty, for struggling through this dry dribble. 

. This w~s the last thing tha~ I wrote, and I feel like 
taking a cruise arowid the world and sleep during the entire 
trip, even when we are in the South Seas. 

October, 1935 
New York, N. Y. Frank Zaic 
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LOW SPEED AERODYNAMICS 

At present there is very little information on low speed aero
dynamics and what information does exist is more in the nature of 
comparisons rather than of specifics. This data, however, may well 
be the starting point from which we can begin, through experiments 
and experiences, to formulate and clarify our knowledge on this sub
jeot. 

The following data is applicable only to models having flying 
speeds of 5 m.p.h. or more, as this is about the · lowest value the 
tests have been carried to. As indoor models are not inoluded in 
this category, we must be oontent, for the time being, with the in
formation gathered by experience and practioe concerning this field. 

Below are shown two charts which compare the aerodynamic ef
fioiency of a model and of a l,arge ship . 
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Graph #1 is a standard graph showing the airfoil char~oter
ietics of a given eeotion at different angles of attaok. Graph #2 
shows how the drag coefficients change with the Bir spee'd. 

Referring to the airfoil chart we see that we cannot use the 
regular curves tor model work because of the high speeds at which 
these teats were carried out. The question ie, what ohanges would 
there be in the curves if the tests were run at model flying speeds? 
At present we cannot answer this question as no tests have been made 
under these conditions but we oan assume from a comparison of the 
curves at different speeds, that as we approach the model speed, the 
value of lift will decrease and the value of drag will increase. 

The most interesting point of the above two graphs is that they 
show how drag coefficients increase greatly with lower speed. See 
graph #2. 

How are we effeoted by this phenomena? 

The present outdoor ~odele have speed from 6 m.p.h. up to about 
10 m.p.h., the zone in whioh most of the power is used to overcome 
drae to get enough flying speed. 



It is therefore, readily seen that if we are to increase the 
average duration we should conserve the power by eliminating all un
necessary drag. The writer has done some work in this fiel~. and 
he is definitely convinced that our best course to obtain better 
flights is to pay more attention to streamlining, even if at the 
cost of extra weight. For an example: The writer has made a model 
with double the normal wing loading but vtith carefully streamlined 
parts. The model flew on the same power and prop as the standard 
weight -rule ship does. Its performance, however, was above the 
average considering these facts. Af'ter taking off it would assume 
a fairly horizontal flying position yet would gain altitude just as 
r~pidly as those overpowered jobs that point toward the sky and get 
hei&ht mostly by excessive thrust. This would seem to indicate that 
the COQ?Onent of lift on the streamlined ship was much greater than 
that on the ordinary, high-drag kind. The flight and the glide were 
naturally fast but the duration was still up to standard. 

AIRFOILS 

To get the best duration with models, it ia necessary to use 
air f oils that have good gliding characteristics. It is, therefore, 
only natural to use the sections that have been proven on endurance 
soarers. The reason that such airfoils are used is that they still 
give reasonable lift at the angle at which they have minimum drag. 
This is very important as the airfoil naturally seeks that angle at 
which it has the least drag. Airfoils that do not have this charac
teristic of developing suffic ient lift at negative angles to give 
the model a good glide must be used in combination with stabilizers 
set a t negative ancles s.o that the foil may be kept a t a moderate 
lifting angle. This a rrangement is not desirable as it introduces 
forces tho.. t oppose each ot lle r. Below are shown two airfoils with 
th~~e ~iffsrent ch~raoteristic s . 
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Prom the above it can be seen that the R.A.F. 32 has m~nimum 
drag almost at -20 while the M-G has its minimum drag at +3 . 
Some might say that the M-6 could be given a greater incidence. It 
sounds all right but we must not forget the lift. It is evident 
that the R.A.F. 32 haa more lift at -2° than the M-6 has at +3°. 
Therefore our choice should be the R.A.i. 32. 
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Dear ldr. Zaic: 

NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE 
FOR AERONAUTICS 

NAVY BUILDING! 

WASHINGTON, 0. C. 

August 30, 1935• 

I was very much interested and pleased to learn of your 
work with the technical aspects o! flying models, particularly 
with respect to your suggestions about the ohoice of airfoils. 
You are undoubtedly right in considering that a section having 
a high CI.max should usually be chosen, mainly because such 
sections will tend to give low drag coefficients at high lift 
coefficients. ~g_e_i~p_g~t~o~ ...Q{~ _!i!gh_ ~iJ!111!Q Ji/.!> ...§hCl..ul<l 
pQ_t _lie_ q_v~r_-!.lfil>haJJ1~e_9. because both i ta value and the lift co
efficient at which it occurs vary widely with changes in 
aapeot ratio. For this reason I consider the use of infinite
aspect-ratio plots (right-hand plots of .the Committee's Tech
nical Report No. 460). superior to those you use for oomparing 
sections. The greatest objection to such airfoil data for 
your purpose, howeve~. is the high Reynolds Number. Thia im
portant oonaideration can hardly be over-emphasized. The work 
of the Committee on airfoils at low Reynolds Numbers (compar
able with those with which you are dealing) in its smoke flow 
wind tunnel indloates that the sections behave very di:f:ferent
ly from airplane wing sections at moderate or full-scale values 
of the Reynolds Number. - - - -

G. W. Lewie, 
Director of 

Aeronautical Research . 

GLIDIUG 

The large soarers are d~eigned so that the fuselage, in a glide, 
lies along the line of glide. In this way the fuselage always has 
tha least possible drag and also does not interfere with the stabil
ity. We should try to duplicate this on models. For example: If 
a model has a glide of 10 to l the gliding angle is ( 6 o). Now that 
we know thi s angle we should set the wing at an incidence on the 
fuHelage at the angle at whioh the beet L/D ocours. For R.A.F. 32 
the setting would be oo and for M-6 4°. However, it ie doubtful 
if the wing will have enough lift at this inoidence for the average 
model. It is therefore, advisable tc increase the angle by 2° above 
these just mentioned. On streamlined jobs it might be possible to 
fly the model with the inoidenoe at whioh the best L/D oocur8 be
oause of the extra speed. The stabilizer should be set at 0 as at 
this setting the down-wash will provide the desired setting of the 
difference between the wing und the stabilizer. The recommended 
airfoils are mentioned in the mode l description text. 

Weight does not affect the gliding angle. Additional weight 
merely increases the speed of the glider until the extra speed gen
erates enough lift to keep the model in the elide. 
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OUTDOOR FUSELAGE 

Many new records were made in this class in 1935 but the average 
time is still under three minutes. ~here can be only one reason for 
this and thut is that moat of us do ·not adjust these models correct
ly, either because we do not know how or because the models are dam
aged and the settings lost. It is, therefore, evident that we must 
pay more attention to construotion and adjusting details in the 
future. 

The present style of conetruotion can readily be grasped :from 
the plans of the record models. Unfortunately, these models still 
have vulnerable parts to worry about when duplioating them. 

FUSELAGE CONSTRUCTION 

There is no doubt that the paper-oovered balsa framework type 
of fuselage is the simplest to make, but it is · alao the weakest. It 
is only logical to follow the example of the airplane industry and 
learn the advantages of box and monooouque construction. The fuse
lage covered or ma.de of 1/32 light balsa sheet compares quite favor
ably in weight with the paper and wood type but there is no compar
ison in their relative strengths. Below are shown several balsa 
fuselage designs that will stand up under punishment. 

The adjustment of models is taken oare of elsewhere in this 
book under a separate heading. 
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THE OUTLINE AND CROSS SECTION OF THE FQSELAGE 

The importance of minimizing drag oannot be over-emphasized, 
es~ecially in fuselage designs. It was definitely proven by tests 
thut careful streamlining compensates for any &dditional weight 
necessary to aohieve the streamline shape. This was especially true 
of the cross sectional profile. It can be readily seen that ~ta 
high angle of climb a square fuselage will present a rectangular 
section to the relative airflow while a near ciroular form will 
present a streamline contour. 

Wind tunnel teats showed that at 100 angle of attack u square 
fuseluee has seven times more drag than an elliptioul fuselage of 
the same cross sectional area. As the angle increases, the drag of 
square section keeps on increasing steadily while the drug of ellip
tical section increases only slightly. 

From the above discussion we cun see that an elliptical croaa 
~action is highly desirable. If an elliptical section cannot be 
used, the next best thing is to approach it as nearly as possible, 
by having more sides to the fuselage and rounding off sharp corners. 
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Winge on fuselage models should be of high aspect ratio, at 
least 9-1. Where airfoils are concerned, those of underoamber de
signs are recommended. The Clark Y is also good but only on models 
that just oome up to weight rule. 

The construction of the wing will be taken up under a separate 
article. 

From observing streamlined models, it seems advisable to fair 
the wing into fuselage . Thia will lorer the center of resistance 
and the prop will require leas downward thrust to keep the ship from 
stalling. 

On fuselage or tractor wings it is advisable to streamline- the 
ti-pa of the wing. Thie reduces the tip losses and also aids the 

~J r by keeping the drag at the tips at a low value. Thia is ea
~lly important on gas jobs. 

he dihedral needed on tractors is about li on each side of 
t ~ng for every foo t of span providing that high aspec t ratio 
" :..p:::: and a prop whose diameter is not greater than 2/5 of the 
wir.1c span are used. It ie evident that larger dihedral ie needed 
~o take care of the increased torque of a larger prop. 

TAIL SURFACES 

The main require~ents of tail surfaces are that they be strong 
and yet light and be of just the right size for the work they have 
to do. The following text deals with a simple means of finding the 
correct area of the stabilizer and the rudder. The rudder will be 
taken up first. 

The area of the rudder must be just right. There is very good 
reason to believe that many models are unstable just because the 
rudder is too large or too small or placed in the wrong position. 

A model with the correct rudder area is very easy to fly and 
maneuver. The slightest ad juatment of the fin will be noti.ceable 
in tho model's flight. Here are a few indications of improper area. 

1. If the rudder is too small the tail of the model will swing 
from aide to aide soon after it is released. Thie aotion leads up 
to a stall from whioh the model gets into a spiral dive. 

2. If it is too large, the model will persist in pointing in
to the wind. Any attempt to oorrect this tendency by adjusting the 
model so that it will turn, will introduoe a set of opposing foroes 
and make the model unstable. For example, if the ship ie made to 
turn by means of the rudder, it will start the turn but ae soon ae 
the rudder presents too muoh effective frontal area to the air 
stream, the model will awing baok again. The result will be the 
familiar crabbing. In a tight bank or side elip the large rudder 
will tend to dive the model. 

Another faotor to oonsider ie the placing of the rudder area. 
If the rudder ie of high aspect ra~io or placed aboTe the fuselage, 
any aide gusts will tend to awing tha model over and expose the tm-
4er e14• of the wings. i'bie will tend to turn the model over on 
its back or at lea.et oause a aide slip. 

The whole rudder underneath the fueelagt is not advisable, 
both from a atruotural and aerod)'Damia v1t1t1>o1nt. 
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This design permits light but strong oonstruotion. The dis
tribution of side pressures along the fuselage is also more equal
ized by having the :fuselage present almost the same aide area at all 
side angles. This ie especially important on round fuselages. The 
frontal drag is also reduced on thi s design. This rudder still 
maintains its effectiveness at the stalling point, aa the lower area 
is in a clear stream, and the upper part receives enough air around 
the narrow part of the :fuselage, in front of the stabilizer, to make 
the fin still use:ful aa· a flight-controlling surface. 

Tbe following method of finding the rudder area has been used 
successfully by the writer for many years. It is the simplest and 
most practical method yet devised and is exact enough for our pur
pose. It was discovered in one of the older text books years ago. 

DETERMINATION OF RUDDER AREA 

Draw a side view of the new design on a piece of stiff card
bor.rd of even thickness, using the whole of the prop side area in 
the diagram. The C.G. of the model may be assumed to be at a point 
half ~ay along the rubber motor. (Checking has shown that on moat 
models the C.G. is almost always at a point near the longditudinal 
center of. the rubber motor.) This will automatically determine the 
position of the wing. (C.G. 1/3 behind the leading edge.) It 1e 
advisable to leave the rudder part larger than estimated. After 
this preliminary work has been done, make a small hole about lw be
hind and tR above the C.G. point· on the rubber motor. Put a pin 
through this point and kee p on trimming the rudder until the pattern 
is in balance. This balancing point is the center of side areas or 
the Direct ional Center, (D.C.) 
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THE STABILIZER 

At present the re are two types of stabilizers, those ~sing the 
symetricnl or streamlined section and those using the lifting sec
tion·. The purpose of the symetrical design is just to stabilize the 
s hip when it becomes unstable. The lifting tail, however, contrib
utes both stability and lift, but it is a little more tri<Uy to use. 
The symetrical type i·Jill be dealt with first. 

The construction of any stabilizer should be light and strong~ 
Below are shown several different methods of construction. The sec
tion used should be of the thin streamline variety such as the M 
sections are. The M-1 should be used for small ships and the M-2 
for larger elevators where stronger spars are needed. The aspe..ct 
ratio should be high, but do not make a weak elevator as a fluttery 
stabilizer can do a great deal of harm. The following formula may 
be used for determining the area of the stabilizer. The C. G. ie 
assumed to be at the longditudinal center of the rubber motor. 

o~~=~\{ 
~=Sa 

M 
/Ya. = ..V/N6' A.f'EA 
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.Sa• ,:jTAl!J/4/ZE~ A~EA 
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.5,NEET &IL.5A 0.IY 611TT""' 
1,,- ;Tt?,fl .ST/FF,.,ES$ 

J:i. 4'9L.JA SAIEEr N/TN ~/I~ r,;e ST7~,Jl:" 
N£S.$ • Cllr4~ 80TTPhf .lt'/T,.,, ,APEi<-

The aboye formula has been tasted over a period of time and 
found satisfactory for just up-to-the-weight-rule jobs. For heavier 
models multiply the result by 1.3. The formula is such that it takes 
care of almost all variables with the exception of the forces set up 
by that part of the fuselage in front of the C.G. As it is the 
custom, however. to have motors strung only part way through the 
body, and us the C.G. is almost always at a point half-way along 
the motor, we can say that the inertia forces of the body are neu
tralized about the C.G. 

STABILIZERS WITH LIFTING SECTIONS 

~ome say that two benefits ma~ be derived from the use of the 
lifting tail. Besides beillg c O\eans of stabilizing the ship, they 
say that it also contributes lift and causes the wing to be moved 
forward. The latter is something greatly to be desired on the aver
age fuselage job. However, the writer is not in accord with this 
last mentioned theory. He tried the lifting tail but the wing re
mained over the C.G. After wondering why the wing could not be ad
vanced without causing o stall with this arrangement, he found that 
the thrust line was too low. Tilting the prop down brought the wing 
forward. It is, therefore, believed by the author that it is not 
the lifting tail (which is sometimes set at as much as 20 negative), 
but the down thrust prop thnt does the trick. This adjustment gives 
th9 effect of a stabilizer set at a positive angle and so one gets 
the effects of a lifting tail. From this it would seem that an el
evator at a positive angle is quite beneficial in many ways to a 
model's flight. Do not forget this on your next lifting tail. 

There is no definite way of computing the area of the lifting 
tail. The safest course would be to use the eame ratios that have 
been used on a record ship. 
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It is evident that stabilizers could be made l3rge enough to 
take care of all the factors t hat make fo r longditudinal instability 
o~ mode ls but th~t would not be in k3eping with the spirit of sci
entific work. We should st rive to know just exactly how much we 
need of a certain. t hing to do a given job with effic i ency. 

PROPS 

The prop size for any fuselag€ model depends ~n the weather 
ai:id on the dra.ig of the modal. L~rge diameter i:irops ~trould be useil 
cm oalm clays and $mall on wind$' or gusty clQy-S. Higher ~i tcJn -prop~ 
almost Z-1 F / D ratio ( 30" ptti;:bt fo-r: 15"' cH~meter i , mQ.~ bi used on 
5treamlined models. LQ\ver µ1tcll pro'1ls wi th pilH1t y of bl@.cjre l).,-e-c._ 
are necessary for ships w1t m a brupt and blun t line s . The job t o 
work toward is, in the op ini0n of t11 e wri ter, u. li8·ht, s leek shijP 
with pl~nty of powe r and a l&lq~~ prop. 

LANDING GE AR 

Tha author is more or less aentirn~nt&lly att~chad to the wire 
tripod type of l~naine gear but an y otruew Kind that is clean c.nd 
that ~rovides adequately f or the shoct ~f hQrd land ings will ~o. 
Always keep the J:ow drag ide:a.l in md.nd \\'he n choos inf' landli.tW gear. 

True wheels s~ould bQ ~f a t~i~ el liptical cr~s~ section a~ 
should have good axle bearings as these are ess entia l to kee p the 
whee l s in line and so prevent thg la~ge ~mount of drag that any 
offset wheel will cause. 

'TAIL SKID 

_ The tail ski d should be fai r ly lone- so as to ~i ve the ship a. 
iow angle or a t t ack when it t~ke~ off. A small t~il wheel is ~ls o 
benefic.i lil.l , e spec i a lly- on 11eav;y mode.ls t hat hav e to t&ke off f ror.i 
gravel or concrete. If the rud(~ ~r is carried a r ound t~ the bottom 
of the fuselage, a small wh.eel md.$ p!? v~ry ~<lsil ;y f'air~d into i ·t 
to give a clean job. 

SINGLE TRACTOR 

The single tractor type ~£ ~Mip i$ al~o$t th~ same as the fuse
lage job and will not be d iscussed here in detnil. rhe same rules 
are applicable to both de s i~ns . Ti1e fuselage and motor stick con
struction is the same as shown !or the sing-le pusher with the ex
ception that a boom i s almost a nec~ssity. T~e best flights nre 
made natural ly by models that have been carefull~ adjusted in calm 
weather. The f ollowing text on edju5t in~ is very timely and val
uable. 

FAMOUS LAST WORDS 
"Jus t one more turn." 
"Was this your best prop? 
"Ho"' i nterest i ng ! I '1 1 be careful • Oh my!" 
"Just a v1 i nk . I '11 get up at four a nd start aeain. " 
''Awfully sorry. I just clo 15 e d my eyes and it disappeared."' 
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ADJUSTING FUSELAGES AND TRACTOR MODELS 

'i'he following o.re hints from the Indianapolis boys and should 
explain why the lads bring home the bacon year after year. 

1. Try different combina tions of power. Sometimes adding 
only two strands will make o. tremendous difference in climb. Have 
9nough power so that the pl ane will ~ oome down with turns 
left on the motor. 

2. Spend most of your adjust in& time on the noseplug. We 
hnve our props pulling down and to one si de. Make your prop pull 
"down" to avoid stalline under the initi u.l burst of power and also 
to get a better glide by having the ship adjusted for a glide. Al
so have the prop pull to ~ he right to help overcome the Torque. 
This will help the ~erformnnce of your model by making it possible 
for the ship to circle during the nhole flight. When using this 
system it is not necessary to washin the left wing a s the offset 
prop takes care of it. The angle at \'1h ich the pro u should be off
set qown and to the right, depends on the individual model and can 
only be determined after te8t flights. 

3. The rudder is turned slightly to make the model circle a
gainst the torque but be careful that the model does not go into 
a spiral dive. 

4. Dope the props and sand them with fine sandpaper. The 
reasons for this are as follows: 

1st. To give them a smooth finish so that skin f riction may 
be reduced. This means more efficient use of the power. 

2nd. To make it possible to keep the ship in sight for a 
longer time by seeing the sun flashing on the polished blades. 

5. Before every flight be 8ure that the prop shaft is straight 
and that the freewheeling will work when its time comes. 

6. When using the lifting tail, be prepared to move the wing 
further up towards the prop than when using the symetrical tai l . 
The C.G •• when using a lifting tail, is usually at the trailing 
edge of the wing nnd is sometimes even further back. (This with
out using a sweepback wing. ) 

7. Always use rubber tubing on the prop shafts and Shooks. 

8. Never expose your rubber to t~e direct rays of the sun. 
Take the motor out of your pl.::.ne between flights and keep it in an 
airtight jar around which you should wrap wet newspaper or oloth. 

9. Test your models wall before a contest so thHt you can 
take ull the uugs out of them and have them adjus~~d properly when 
the time comes for an official flight. All you will have to do at 
the contest is to get one good flight nnd you will go home with 
the crockery. 

LOUIS GERA...~I'S IDEAS ON DESIGN 
AND Jt'LIGHT ADJUSTMEN'l'S 

It is well lrnown that every repord flight made outdoors in re
cent ye&rs was made with the help of air currents. and also tmt 
almost every contest is won by ships th~t can ride the wind in case 
of nasty weather. The hints gi VE3n below have been accU1ffilla.ted 
after years of flying exporience in the windy and gusty weather of 
New York City. (Average wind velocity in New York, 16 m.p.h. as 
corapared to Chicaso's 13 m.p.h.) 
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The model shoul.d have: 

1. Low cente~ of gravity obtained by usin,g light wing and 
strong landing gear. 

2. About 2• dihedral for every foot of span on each side of 
the wing. 

3. A medium-sized, flat rudder having from 10% to 15~ of the 
wing area. 

4. A 3° angular difference between the wing and the stabiliz
er settings. 

5. A proven :freewheeling. 

'.i.'he above features should make it possible to get the model 
quite high providing enough power is applied. It seems to me that 
the average model ie very much underpowered. Large diameter props 
may work well in calm weather but they do not have sufficient 
thrust to keep the model under control in wind velocities of 15 
miles or more. The writer recomnends the use of a 14 inch diameter 
prop turned by 14 strand of 1/8 flat for ships of 150 sq. ins. or 
under. 

ADJUSTING TH~ MODEL 

Since the main reasons for the following adjustments are a) 
to get the ship up and b) to have it glide as flatly as possible 
in about 40 ft. diameter right circles. We first w:ind the model 
by hand, let it go and observe how the glide is. Do not pay much 
attention to how it flies under power. If the ship has a stalling 
glide when the proper angle (3°) between the wing and' elevator set
tings is present, move the wing back until the model ha8 a flat 
glide on later tests. If the model has a steep glide and the C.G. 
is 1/3 back from the leading edge of the wing, the cure is to give 
more positive incidence to tha wing or more negative fillgle to the 
·elevator. (On all these test .:flishts, the rudder should be set to 
turn the model into a riP,ht turn when gliding.) 

When the glide is satisfactory, the power climb may be attended 
to as follows: 

The climb adjustments are rade by offsetting the thrust line. 
If the ship has a tendency to stall, the prop is pointed down by 
placing a balsa strip between the upper part of the plug and the 
fuselage until a emo_oth climb is obtained. If the model has a 
tendenoy to dive spirally with the torque, the prop ie offset to 
point to the right until the ship either has a straight up climb 
or a large circling climb against the torque. A tight turn against 
the torque requires too much offset of the prop and therefore should 
not be wholly accomplished by this means. 

The moat efficient, although the trickiest, way of getting a 
good climb ia to have the model circle tightly with the torque. 
Thie ha.a the e hip flying with the wind for a very short time. ..Por 
this type of climb the left wing ie given more lift and the prop 
is offset slightly to the right. The degree of we.shin nnd prop off
setting depends on the torque of the prop. Thie method will have 
to be tried before the builder is able to grasp the fundamentals o! 
this kind of flying. 
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TWIN PUSHER 

The disadvantage of the present design of twin pusher is that 
it has to ll:!e brute force to get into the air. If it is expected 
to keep up with tractors in duration it will be necessary to clean 
it up a bit aerodynamically by streamlining it. 

The advantage that the tractor .has over the twin is that the 
tractor has oomparativel~ little drag, and it is therefore able to 
make reelly flat glides in comparison with the average mushing twin. 
There is no reason why we cannot apply a bit of streamlining to the 
"A" frames. Such fro.mes have been made and found to stand the f!Jiff, 
and· the ships using them seemed to fly u.sine less power. Here are a.. 
few suggested designs that have been made without too much trouble. 

~~ff' 
-~'-, N.l'-fl ;rp~"L 

~. R/72PVV~Llli ,fftfl}/R(ATllW ,,F ,.--;zAVC'J /9],,_ f/tl/P 

As good a s these may be, no one has yet conceived the ultimate 
design. The editor believes that eventually we will ha.ve co-axial 
props. The gear assembly for this system has been made and no dif
ficulty wag experienced in making it. The editor has not as yet 
incorporated this a ssembly in any ships and as it will be quite a 
while before he gets to this matter he passes on the suggestion for 
what it is wor th. 

a; ,r..z. ,~ .A'e~t. ~N,,.,,,., 
Another important factor we must consider in twin design is the 

ratio between t he areas of the main and auxiliary wings. The editor 
has used the following formulas to i:; overn this relat ionship and they 
have checked in flight tests. In enrlier days when he ha.a more spare 
time, he was able to adjust the model at home by these formulas and 
all that wo.s needed at a. contest was one check flight. This feature 
of mathematically balanced planes is especially desirable in nasty 
\Teathe r. 

Ea :ELEY/AREA 
Em= ARM 
Ala " WIM:J Atf'EA 
Wm• ARN 

Ea "E,,.,::{Na1""'1)1"{~) 
Ear ELEYT ANEA 
~'1'f, ARN 
If/a• JYINB AIPEA 
JYh'I~ '' ARM 
Tq • T4/L PLANE Ali'£A 
T;w• ARM 

Those of you who can estimate the weights of the various p8.rta 
of a ship before building it w11i be able to design the complete 
ship on paper. The less experienced fellows ce.n make the complete 
Zhi p, weigh the parts, and· then posi 'tion the surfaces according to 
the formulas later. 

By process of elimination, mostly a t the expense of el€vat or 
wings, it wus found thut small, light twins only need elevators 
having from 20% to 30% of the rnRin wing area. If a tail plane is 
used, ~n elevator of 30% up to 38% is about right. In other words 
the heavier the ~hip or the greater the area behind the C. G., the 
greater should be the elevator. On small ships having about 110 
sq. ins. of area an elevator 20% of the main wing surface gives 
the ship u snappy climb. 
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Another important factor in tha design of twin pushers is the 
relationship between the dihedr~l of the elevator and wing. ~he 
main wing does not need more than an inch of dihedral on ea.ch side 
for every foot of span. The corresponding dihedral of the elevat or 
however, cannot be so arbitrarily determined as the matter of di
rectional stability must be considered. The dihedral of the ele
vator may be found more or less exactly by figuring out side areas 
and their moment-arms. The following formula may be solved to give 
the desired amount of dihedral. 

(Wa x Wm) + (Pa x Pm) 

Ee x Em 
Ed 

Wa = Averag;e win8 chord x dihedral 
Wm= Wing ' s moment a rm 
Pa= Prop di ;:ime ter x thickness 
Pm =Prop moment arm 
Ee= Avera.Q:"e chord of the elevator 
Em= Elevator's moment arm · 
.Ed= The dihedral of the levator 

Tr.e best way to have a model gain altitutie is to have it climb 
~pirally. This is achieved by f irst observing the natur &l turn on 
the model's initial flight and then, if the turn is not sharp enoug: 
t o give :1·0-u a moderately tight spiral climb, by intensifyine; it by 
washing-in that half of the elevator that is on the outside of t~ 
natur a l turn. 

If the ship refuses to turn after the above adjustments have 
been made, the wing may be set askew. This is a makeshift way to 
get turn but anything will serve in an emergency. When a non-turn
ing condition exists there can be either one of two things wrong. 
If the ship persists in pointing into the wind, it shows that the 
main wing has too much dihedral. To correct this the dihedral of 
the elevator should be enlarged according to formula. If the re
verse is true, and the Ship heads downwind all the time, then the 
elevator dihedral should be decreased or the wing dihedral increased 
as this condition indicates that there is too much s ide area at the 
nose of the ship. Temporary adjustments can be made, however, by 
figuring out the additional side area required by the front or roo.r 
wing ns the case may be nnd then adding a fin of the desired size 
under the wing in question. 

The choice of airfoils on a twin is also very important. A 
successful combination is the use of the R.A.F. 32 or Eiffel 400 on 
the elevator and the use of the Clark Y on the main wing. Under
cambered sections develop quite a bit of lift at slight negative 
angles and therefore are to be avoided as main ving foils. If they 
~re used on the rear wing a steep glide usually results. aowever, 
fo.irly good results have been obtained using the R.A.F. 32 on the 
main wing in cor:ibination with a tail .plane h~ving en M section. 

Props of lx l~ x 11 se em best for pushers under 150 sq . ins. 
area while smnller sizes on smo.ller shipsi are iworth while trying. 
You will find that smaller ~rops of l~ss '}J'itch than would ba normal
ly indicated by your experience with other types of models ~hould 
be used for b~st results. This is ~ccounted for by the £net thlt 
twin pushers have much more dr~g than any oth~r ty-pe of mo~el and 
therefore reguire more power than these other types. 





SINGLE PUSHER 

From a theoretical standpoint the single pusher is about the 
most effioient type of model we can think of. However, it is about 
the most difficult job to design so that all the factors will work 
together. The most common fault of the single pusher is that it 
tends to go into a spiral dive on the slightest provocation. In 
most cases the misplaoing of the D.C. is the cause of this. In
sufficient dihedral is usually given to the elevator or a tin is 
placed in · the rear where it probably does not belong. 

The selection of airfoils sho~ld be the same as on the twin. 
If you wish to use an underca.mbered main rling it is ad vi sable to 
use an M section tail plane to correct any diving tendencies in 
the glide. 

Larger sized props, suy about 15 ins. diameter on a 150 sq. 
in. job can be used on this kind of plane as the single, many 
stranded motor develops a tremendous torque. The writer is plan
ning to use a double motor on this type of ship with light gears in 
the front. With this set-up he hopes to get about four minute 
power flights. 

In adjusting the model, spiral flying should be sought. There 
is no reason why the prop offset system may not be used on single 
pushers as it is on traotors to overcome erratic flying tendencies. 
This is just a. auggesUon as the writer has not tried it. 
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THE WING CONSTRUCTION 

To have a dependable model it is necessary to pay special at
tention to the structure of the wing. The wing ma.et be strong enough 
to keep its shape and also to be able to withstand the shock of nor
mal landings. Below are shown several designs that have been tried 
during the past year. The mu1ti-apar construction is not recoumended 
as balsa wood does not stand up well under compression. 

Ribs shou1d be made of 1/32• •c• stock and s~u1d be spaced 
about Ii• apart. Greater spacing is not advisable as paper saga a 

_gre~t deal even when doped. By covering the center -portion of the 
wing with sheet balsa, considerable strength may be added to t~e 
structure. Thie box arrangement also provides a good base for f'1.x1ng 
the -wing to the 1."uselage. It is good practice to have balsa sheet
ing wherever the wing is handled mu.oh. fipe ahou1d be of 1/16 round 
bamboo, ah.aped over a hot metal tube or electric soldering iron. 

In cover ing use regular dope for adhesive. The grain of the 
paper ahou1d run ohordwise and the paper should be stretched as 
tightly over the frame as possible. It shou1d then be sprayed with 
water . Aniline dye may be dissolved in this water if a color effect 
is desired. The advantage of aniline dye over colored dope is that 
the former does not add weight and yet provides a smooth coloring 
with no light or dark spots. After water doping the paper, one or 
two coats of banana uil or thin dope should be applied to it~ If 
a small amount of lacquer is mixed with the dope, the wing will 
have a glossy finish . 

A gloss or microfilm affect , if weight is of slight consequence, 
can be secured by using thin varnish instead of dope. The aniline 
dyes can still be us ed i n this method, and the paper when so treated, 
takes on t he appearance of colored celluloid, the color depend1.ng on 
the dye used . 
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"THE TRIALS AND TRIBULATIONS OF 
AN ENGLISH AEROMOD.ELLIST" 

By C. S. Rushbrooke 

For the purpose of this article I have gone rather deeply into 
the various aspects and requirements, but must make it clear at the 
start that the con~itions and incidents described are purely my per
sonal experiences, and must not be ta_ken as indicative of conditions 
everywhere in England. 

First let me state that in spite of the comparative smallness 
of England, conditions affecting the aeromodellist in the North, 
where I reside, are totally different from those obtained in the 
South. ~o a certain extent this can be taken as the reason for the 
greater activity in the model field found in the Southern counties, 
though what the North lacks in numbers is more than atoned for in 
accomplishments and keenness. 

As a fair example of what we have to put up with, let us take 
an ordinary day of flying activities. The majority of our members 
being seniors, who unfortunately have to work for a living, Sunday 
is the only day on which it is practical to hold club meetings. In 
the usual human manner, it· is an easy job to rise early on a flying 
day (as distinct from a working day) and the first thing is to look 
out at the we a ther. Any signs of rain or a high wind are greeted 
with ~curses loud and long", and a quick jump back into bed for an 
extra forty winks,--and the wife keeps diplomatically quiet for the 
rest of the day! 

Should one find however, that things loo~ O.K. breakfast is 
polished off with muoh haste, some of the "lade" turning up in the 
meant ime. Tracks are made for the ground, (in our case one of thE 
local aerodromes)_ and everyone gets ready to do their stuff. 

Let us take as a good example our competitions day of April 
28th . The first item to be held was the annual weight lifting con
test, in which any fuselage model is eligible, each ma.chine having 
to carry as extra load a weight equal to 50% of the model's unladen 
weight. At 11 a.m. the starting time, conditions were perfect. In 
fact too perfect for weight-lifting, as the models could have done 
with a bit of assisting breeze .• However, a start was made, very 
good performances being the order of the day. 

The competition finished on a very exciting note, our only 
lady member ·having a good J ead ~ ·t ~ii a flight of 58. 5 seas. only 
to be pipped on the post b;{ n ,(:i .la.at flight of the competition, 60 
secs. dead. This mi ght not have happened but for the Ireshening 
breeze, wh!oh was by this time making itself apparent. 

An adjournment was made for lunch, after whioh preparations 
were made for holdiug the climbing competition. In this event mod
els R.O.G., the machine taking off nearest to and clearing a tape 
6 ft. high, being adjudged the winner. 

Now we get to the galling part of things. The breeze, which 
be£ore lunch had been just nice, now began to strengthen to such an 
extent that not one model could even reach the tape, let alone 
c lear it! After repeated attempts, and the subsequent crashing of 
a number of models, the event was abandoned. This incidently, was 
the third attempt made at holding thia particular competition, and 
if things don't change it looks as if it will never be held. 
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All this indicates our greatest pr oblem, e.g. quickly variuole 
weather and high winds. The damage is not done during flight, but 
through the unfortunate "cartwheeling" after landing. It's a heart
breaking job to see a model bowling along wing-tip over wing-tip, 
whilst one is pounding along like fury to retrieve it before it is 
battered to pieces. 

These conditions are, I think, some excuse for the spruce and 
silk models popular in some districts, though this cannot be said 
of the L.M.A.S. members, who are "balsa fiends". Personally I have 
always used, and um fir~ly of the opinion that the all-balsa model, 
providing the proper constructional methods nre used, can be built 
stronger nnd lighter than a oorres_ponding spruce job. A great deal 
is being done with special section balsa by club mem·bers, and some 
amazing results have been achieved. 

Thermals are noticable by their scarc1 ty, though on the few ·oo
oasions I have struck them they have proved rather a mixed blessing. 
A few facts will bear me out in this. My first high-performance job 
was built in 1933, and did its s tuff well enough to secure me a place 
in the offici a l English Wakefield team of that year. On the day of 
the contest I was unable to pass the eliminating test, mainly owing 
to my own thoughtlessne ss and inexperience, another of our members, 
M.r. J. W. Kenworthy, bagging the trophy. 

However, the following week I was fortunate enough to win a 
Challenge Cup with the model. The next Sunday was boiling hot, and 
after a gliding hop f or trimming purposes, I put 300 turns on the 
job and sent it off. Lovely spiral climb, too lovely, for it just 
kept going up and up ,till lost to sight after about 12 minutes, and 
has nev~r beep seen aince. 

Practi.cally the same thing happened to my 1934 Wakefield model. 
.This would not perform at all well on the great day, owing, like so 
many others, to the apalling con~itions the contest was run under. 
A few weeks later we we're at Woodford aerodrome for our annual at
tempt for the Farrow Shield, (an All-England club contest which the 
L.M.A.S. won by a handsome murgiu.) 

A.fter a day of show~re t..ne w1:1acher iraproved considerably, and 
on putting my model up, it disappeared from sight after a timed 
flight of 6 min$. 16 secs. After a long search the model was given 
up, but was returned to me two months later in a brown paper bag, 
it having finished its career by passing through a reaping and bind
ing machine. Another model that day was officially timed for 23m 
17s and landed 1 hr. 60 mine. after being launched. English timing 
however, is only carried out from the starting point, hence the 
impossibility of comparison with .American records. 

Conditions here may be sunmed up as being occasionally quite 
3ood, sometimes fair, but the majority of the time ROTTEN. It's 
~ost maddening to have a week of ·really fine weather, only for 
Sunday to turn up windy or raining. In fact, the English aeromodel· 
Hat's dream is·, "Oh for Yankee conditions, then wouldn't we show 
'em wh~t 's what! 
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MODEL AIRPLANE PROPELLERS 

By Geo. L. Lawrence 

Specially Written For Frank Zaic's Yearbook. 

~he importance of the propeller to the performance of a model 
is not appreciated by most builders. A model carries just so nmch 
energy which is available for driving it. Whether this energy is in 
the form of wound rubber, compressed air, gasoline or any other form, 
the amount . is limited, and the slower it is necessary to use it, 
the longer the model will remain in the air. Since the propeller 
is the means of converting this energy into forward thrust to fly 
the model, it is of extreme importance to have the pro peller waste 
as little energy as possible. 

Most of the propellers used on models develop an efficiency of 
less than 50~. This is an inexcusable waste of energy and duration 
as it is ~03Sible for U rroperly desi gned model propeller to have an 
efficiency as high as 7~~ or better. It is the purpose of this ar
ticle to explain how you can secure hig her operating efficiencies 
froID your propellers, and to do this clearly we must first expla in 
just how the propeller works. 

The prop is really a set of wings which travel in n helica l 
or twisting pa th around t he pro~eller shaf't. 'l'he "LIFT" of these 
wings is horiz ontal or -parallel to the sha·ft and the "DRAG" or "RE
SISTANCE" of these wings is the load yhich the "TORQUE" or twisting 
fore~ of the motor must carry. The greater the "LIFT" of t hes e 
wings or proDeller blades the greater the thrust of t he pro pe lle r , 
and the lower the "DRAGw of the blades t he less power will be needed 
to drive them and the longer the enere y in your motor will l as t. 

?igure 1 is a di agram of a section t hrough a pro pel l er blade 
showing the directions of the "LIFT" or "THRUST" nnd the "DRAG" or 
"TORQUE" 
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Let us ~rnsume t ha t t he bl~de se ction ~ hovm i s 5" f r om the shn :.L·t, 
ana t hat its an~l e is 4 5°. In one r evolution it will trovel through 
the ciroumfer GnCG of o Hl" circl e , (5 " r ndius), whic h i!:1 31.416 " . 
Since th~ an.:; ; ~ ia 45° it wou l d t r a vQ l f orv;crd the S t>me disfl., a o ce if 
it did N~t s lip, Whic h di s t ~nc e would al~ o ~e the pi t ah. (The pi t ch 
and c ircumf e rei1c e are t he s r. n:e only 1:tt U1 e point on tile bl:lcle whQITe 
the aiig.1Q ls 45°. ) 
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PITCH ~A'J/0 

Propellers having "PITCH RATIOS," (pitch divid~d by diameter). 
of 1.0, 1.25, 1.5, 1.75, 2.0 and 2.5 ware tasted. E~gure 2 shows the 
maximum efficienoy obtained with each pitch ratio. It will be seen 
that propeller #2 with a pitch ratio of 1.25 showed the highest ef
ficiency, but the curve indicntea that a pitch ratio of a.bout 1.3 
would be slightly better. The efficiency drops lower a.s the pitch 
ratio is either decreased or increased. Since the tendency with 
m.odel propellers ia t o use too high a pitch the tests were confi~ed 
to this .end ot the curve. 



Moat indoor propellers are made with pitch ratios of 2.0 or 
higher, and very few outdoor propellers are made having pitct ratios 
as low a s 1.5. The only time there is any excuse for using high 
pitch .propellers is where weight is of great importance, as in the 
caae of indoo~ models, where the use of a high pitch permits a small
er diameter and the saving in weight will make up for the loss of ef
ficiency. Even so, it will be clear from the curve in Pigure 2 that 
the use of a pitch ratio higher than 1.6 to 1.75 will cause a greater 
efficiency loss than can possibly be made up by the saving in propel
ler waight. · In outdoor models the propeller weight is not so import
ant and there can be no s nving that would justify u pitc.h ratio high
er than 1. 5. 

Lest you think the writer is wrong on this subject it might be 
well to say here that the laboratory tests of both the U. S . and 
British Aeronautical ·Advisory Committees show a pitch r a tio of 1.3 
to give the highest efficiency. 

Figure 3 shows the ~eroentage of sli p at which the highest ef
ficiency was found in the writer's tests and will serve as a guide 
to propeller performance. ~he higher the pitch ratio thA more the 
propeller has to slip to reach its best working angle. The slip of 
your own props can easily be checked by counting the number of turns 
used and measuring the distance the model tr~vals on a short trial 
flight. 

There are several other points of design which effec t pr opel ler 
efficiency such as the blade shape, camber, etc., but as the writer 
has not made actual tests to determine these characteristics he can 
only give you his opinion. With this in mind the following may 
prove helpful. 

Wider blades should be used on small propel ler s , (in proporticn) , 
than on large ones. Thia is due to what is known .us scaJ.e efi'ect or 
the relation of the chord of a wing or blade to the f1cslty of the 
air. It is the writer's opinion that the maximum width of tho 'blad es 
ahould range from &bout 10% of the diameter on 24~ propellers or over, 
up to about 20% of the diameter 4N or 5" props. 

The blade section should resemble a good wing section, more cam
ber being used on indoor props thc...t turn slowly than en fastei:: turn-· 
ing outdoor props. Even the outdcor props s hould have oome cc.mber 
as their plade speed is compnr~tively alow . 

A smoothly curved blade outline is advisable with thQ ~idest 
point about two thirds of the radi~s from the oentei. The wjdest 
point should be nearer the tips 0n high pitch props than on low 
pitch ones. 

It is practically impossible to aocurately design a propeller 
to fit any new mo~el. The writer recommends kee ping on hand an as
sortment of props of diffsrent sizes but all of the same pitch ratio. 
This pitch ratio should be about 1.3 for outdoor props and about ~.5 
for indoor props . A new model should be tested with these props 
and when one is found that seems slightly too large it can be grad 
ually trimmed down to lass area until its slip is just right. A 
low pitch r atio 18 best for these trial props so that after a little 
trimming they will still have a pitch ratio of from 1.5 to l.'75 fo r 
outdoor or indoor props, respectively. Accurate, true pitoh maohine 
out propellers can be used to advantage fox this trial assortment and 
can easily be duplicated to avoid breaking the trial set. 1:achine 
-0ut propellers, if made to the prope r pitch ratio, will s ave the ~od-
91 builder much time and will eliminate mistaktJs ln figuriug pitch 
aJ.d laying out prop blocks. 
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It is clear that the propeller cannot fail to slip, in air, if 
there is any load on it. If it did not slip it could only be because 
it was pulling no load, and if it was not pulling any load it would 
be doing no work. If it is doing no work its efficiency is Z~RO. 

If the propeller slips 10~ and does not .move forward at all 
it is not actually pulling or moving its load so it is doing no work. 
Since it is doing no work its effioiency is ZERO. 

If .the efficiency is zero with no slip and with ioo% slip the 
most efficient working point must be somewhere between these two 1ex
tremea. Let us find where and why. 

I 

A wing operates most effioiently at the angle to the air at 
which its drag is lowest in proportion to its lift. Thia ia called 
the angle of maximum lift over drag, (L/D), and ia usually ~bout 5°. 
As the propeller begins to slip, the blades meet the air at an in
creasing angle, and when it is slipping enough !or the blades to be 
operating at the angle of maximum L/D it is working at its highest 
efficiency. This is shown in Figure l. 

Since the air is flowing into the propeller from the fron~ it 
will seem to be slipping more than it really ia when the blades are 
operating at their best angle. 

If the load is too great for the area and pitoh of the prop, it 
will slip too much. This makes the bl~des work at a higher angle 
and the propeller wi·ll lose thrust and stall just as a wing loses 
lift and stalls if the angle becomes too great. The drag of the 
blades becomes muoh greater at the stalling angles with the result 
that a great deal .more power ie required to turn it. Thie inorease 
of drag together with the lose of thrust does terrible things to 
the efficienoy. 

To secure the ideal condition of proper angle and highset effi
cienoy the blades must have just the right amount of surfaoe. Too 
much area in the blades Will not allow the propeller to slip enough 
for the blades to work at their beet angle, and too little area will 
allow it to slip too much and reaoh the stalling angle. 

Blade area is by no means the only faotor that controls the ef
fioienoy of the propeller. The pitoh ie far more important. If the 
pitch is too low the propeller must make more revolutions to travel 
a given distance and too much power will be oonaumed in turning it. 
If the pitch is too high the propeller laoke "GRIP" and a slight 
overload will stall it. ~ven under ideal conditions of correct slip 
a high pitch propeller oannot . develop good efficiency. 

The chnrte in ?igures 2 and 3 are the result of hundreds of 
tests of model propellers. These tests were made on specially de
signed equipment whioh enabled the writer to accurately measure the 
slip, power used, work done by the prop the the resultant efficien
cy. The teats were made only to determine the best pitoh and not 
with the idea of finding out how high an efficiency could be reaohed. 
Thie and other information will be obtained from future tests. The 
propellers used in these tests had square tips and straight edges. 
They were a~l 10" in diameter, the blades were l" wide from the tips 
half way to the center and tapered from this point to a width of t" 
at the hub. The blades were about as thick as would be used on a 
light outdoor prop and the section was perfectly flat on the back. 
A slight camber was used on the front of the blades to give them the 
necessary thickness. There is no doubt but that a cambered section 
and a rounded blade shape would have given higher efficiencies, 
but these particular tests wero made only to determine the best 
pitoh. 
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GRADING OF BALSA WOOD 

It is very difficult for model builders to obtain balsa wood of 
the same weight and strength characteristics in every order they buy 
as the majority of supply houses merely cut the wood to size without 
attempting to grade it for specific uae. Since it is desirable, 
from the bui+ders' viewpoint, to be sure of what he ia buying, the 
following table was sot. up by Jasco for their convenience. 

3.8 lbs. to 4.5 lbs--Indoor hollow motor sticks and tail booma, 
1/64 Stock and prop block8 . 

4.5 lbs. to 5.5 lbs--Indoor Spar stock, Rios nnd Tips. 
Should have stringy grain. 

5.5 lbQ. to 7.5 lbs--1/20 Indoor Fuselage Strips, Glider wings 
and tuil S'.1Tface8. 

7.5 lbs . to 9.5 lbs--Glider Fuselages and General Outq~-Or work, 
Props and etc. f or the average models. 

9.5 lbs. and up------Twin Pusher Frames, Props for heavier models, 
and for Gas Jobs. , 

(The above poundage i~ based on pounds per Cu.Ft. scale.) 
Eesides grading the wood by weight it 1a also necessary to saw 

it so that the grain will run in a certain manner depending on the 
use for which the wood is intended. 

Below is a cross section of a log explaining this point. 

Balsa sheets cut along'A-A'will be excellent for making tubings 
and wherever curved pa.rte have to be covered with balsa. Thie cut 
is made to include as much of the annular ring as possible because 
this wood is nearly of the sume texture throughout since it was all 
growing at the same time. 

Sheets cut along'c-c·ahould be used for ribs or wherever stiff
ness is needed. This cut has a seallopy surfaoe-appearanoe. The 
out along·a-e'is the most common und it should be used for all work 
not covered by the ·A·. and 'c: cuts. 

The pushing of this matter of grading wood rests with the.model 
builders us manµfacturers depend on us to supply them with informa
tion of our needs. When sending in your next order be sure to spec
ify the grade nnd the cut by letter. Now that the above information 
has been disclosed there is no reason why we cannot etandardize the 
grades of dressed balsa. 
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GLIDER 

Up to 1930 most of the ho.nd-luunched gliders were of li r:,ht c.nd 
weak construction. The average time was only 10 seconds &s the mod
el just could not be thrown high enough. It was like throwine Q 

feather. 

At about this time the writer and his brother John began to 
build ships of heavier and sturdier construction. The duration was 
a little better but remained comparuti ve ly low. '.l.'his heavier c lider 
was still of the conv:entional straight wing de si [,'TI. After thi s we 
tried different plan arrangements and found that the gliders with 
sweptbaok wings gave us 1nuch better endurance. 

At first the sweepback glider was launched in the comrantional 
way. That is, the ship was thrown straight up in the hope that it 
wo uld make a snap roll at the top of the throw. A few more months 
. n.. ::; sed and then John, by trying all conceivable adjustments, dis
~ ' vered that by throwing the model sidewise he could get it to a 
greRt e r height than ever before. Another point in favor of his ad
ju +-~13 nts and type of launching was that the ship would oome "out 
o. 1, op" nearly every time and then would commence circling in such a 
mH-nner as to take best advantage of any thermal currents. 

The first minute glider flight made was the biggest thrill of 
the year for us. By this time the rest of the N. Y. Ae ronuts, es
pecially John Young, began to experiment with this type of model. 
The result is the present high performance sweepb ack glider. 

If you want really good glider flights your glider must have 
strength and a minirrrum of drag and you must have a good launching 
system. Stability is obt.ained by using n lu.rge dihedral angle on 
your wing with sweepback. (This arrangement helps to bring the c. 
G. and the C.R. into line.) Sweepback brings the C.G. t o the rear 
and so makes the fuselage balance more or less around this point. 
This action i~ very important as the inerti a forces on both sides 
of the ·C.G. should be equallized as much as possible . (Sweepback 
also permits of a stronger wing joint as there is more gluing sur
face available for use than there is on the joint face s of a 
straight wing .) The rudder should be made large enough to bring 
the D.C. be hind the C.G. 

STRENGTH 

During the launohing the whole glider and especially the wing 
must withstand terrific stresses. It is, therefore, advisable not 
to make the · wing and tail surfaces too thin. Wings of 1/8 .. med ium 
stock and tail surfaces of l/16N light stock are usually sufficient
ly strong for 30-60 square inch jobs. 

It is advisable to use hard balsa for the fuseluge as this part 
of the ship "gets the worst of it" on bad l andings . Wings and tail 
surfaces, as stated before, should be made of medium balsa and light 
balsa respectively. It is important to take the utmost care in 
making the joints of the various parts of t he glider as all tha t is 
needed to ruin it is just one faulty joint. When cementing the wing 
to the fuselage, give the joint at least t hree coats o.f cement and 
be rather generous in spreading the cement an inch or so beyond the 
center ob to both halves of the wing. 

SKIN FRIC'l1ION 

To get t he best gl iding angle from any glider it is very im
portant that every part not only be streamlined but ~lso polished 
so as to mini mize skin friction,. The art of streamlining being 
quite well known by most of us, we will deal w~th the reduction 
of skin friction only. 
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Every part of the Blider should be sanded successively ~ith 
different grades of sand paper, rune-ins from rough to smooth, 1_nd 
should then be fin18hed with the smoothest obtainable, (usually 
about 10.0.) This finishing , forces the fine dust into the pores 
of the wood thus addine strength to the model. Our job at this 
point, however, is only h~lf completed. We must now cover the 
wood surfaces with a celluloid skin that will not only add further 
strength to the ship but will al8o give a glassy final finish to 
the various parts. When this is done we can consider the work of 
reducing skin friction ended. · 

Many glider builders have been successfull. using liquid wood 
filler or water and flour paste (v,rhich should be- rubbed in and sand
ed over) to fill in the pores of the wood. For the final polish 
the best things to use are solutions of banana oil, cement or dope. 
Thes e finishers should be rubbed in with the fingers and allowed to 
d~y . . The parts should then be sanded over with a fine grade of 
s ,'!..J dpaper. For the final surfacing, polishing wa.x r11"ly be used. 
Ilo>· ever, remember that all these preparations will be of very little 
he l:i_) unless they are applied with plenty of elbow grease. 

LAUNCHING 

L8.unching is a most important factor in glider flying nnd it 
is one that needs frequent practice. There are several methods 
of lauuching but only one or two deserve mention. Just as every 
baseball pitcher has his OVlil individual system, so has the glider 
launcher. The author has been askad a number of times, "How do 
these fellows get indoor flights of over 40 seconds and heights of 
over 80 fe et?" Well, if you ovserve the boys at the next contest you 
will notice that they use all their strength to throw their ships. 
Anyone equipped with a good throwing arm, a decent glider an~ a sure 
launching method can do time with this type of model. The flying 
adjustments a re shown on the drawings. 

One method of launching is as follows: Grip the glider under 
the wing and hold i ng it well banked throw it upward at about 45° 
with a sweeping motion. (Somewhat a s you would throw a discus. l 
The ship will spiral up to the right until the extra lift from the 
Rashin on the right wing (looking from the rear) neutralizes the 
right bank. If the model has been properly- thrown, it will "oome 
out on top" and start circling to the left. The moat popular meth
od of launching is one in which the glider is thrown like a base
ball. ~he throw, however, is made sidehand and not overhand. (The 
adjustments should be the same ·a.a before. J 
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LAUNCHING THE TOWLINE GLIDERS 

By Henry Struck 

The adjustments of the glider should be such that it has a very 
flat spiral glide. Do not make the mistake of having it mushing. 
The position of the towline hook depends on the weather conditions. 
I f the air is ca lm t he ho ok should be pl a ced so that the model has 
a good angle of a ttac k which re quire s lower running speed by having 
the model kite up . The hook should be moved tovmrds the front in a 
strong breez e a s the extra a ir s peed makes it possible to get the 
s hip t o climb without too much eff ort. 

As the model is adjusted for turning , it will na turally tend to 
turn while being towed. To correct t his tendency, the runner slack
ens t he speed and runs towards the side the ship is heading to. 

The best moment f or releasing the gli der is when it is as high 
a s it can go and also in its natural bank. The lin~ can then be 
given an extra tug and by slackening the speed at the same time the 
lin~ will dro p off the hook. Thi s will also send the glider a little 
hi gher nnd will g ive it an additional flying speed. 

The diamet~r of t he turn varies from 50-60 feet on windy days 
to a larger diameter on ca lm days. 
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INDOOR CONSTRUCTION 

The sizes of the particular components are shovm in the draw
ings of the record ships. 

The spars are tapered by sanding the whole balsa sheet into a 
taper. The strips or the spars are tapered by slicing them off the 
sheet at an angle. The final shaping should be done with fine sand
paper. 

The ribs are sliced from "C" stock balsa sheet, sanded to the 
require d thickness. Use an aluninum, fiber or a bristol board for 
a template. The ribs are cut to size while assembling the wing. 

(!ur TOT~,(' 2 

ASSEMBLING THE WING 

Draw the full size plan of the wing on a piece of corrugated 
board. Stick pins on the spar line just opposite the rib lines. 
Place the spars on the outline and hold them in place with pins. 
Cement all the . ribs to the leading edge. When dry, trim the ribs 
by snipping off the part that overlaps the rear spar. Cement in 
place. 

Tips are made by the method ~hown: 

The tail surfaces are made in a similar manner : 
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Make former out of hard wood or metal. Cut blank to shape; 
moisten it and bend it around the form as shown. 
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FLYING AND APJUSTING IN.DOOR MODEL§ 

By Carl Goldberg 

When launching an Indoor Tractor, hold the me d.el in your natu
ral writing hand, placing the thumb and the first finger on the spot 
where the wire saddle of the re a r wing cli p encircles the motor stiok. 
The wire will keep your fingers f)-om crushing the stick, and at the 
B&l™3 time allow you a firm grip. Inspect the prop shaft to see that 
there are no knots of rubber whioh might make the prop wobble in 
flight. Usually such lmots are present when the mo ~or is tightly 
wound. Pull them toward the center of the shaft hook and grip the 
rubber With your free hand about -~- " from the hook, allowing the rub
ber in front of your fingers to unwind until the knots disappear. 
Loosen your grip slowly, letting the winds from the rear come into 
the front part of the motor, allowing the prop to spin meanwhile. 
When it is apparent the knot will no longer give trouble, hold the 
model up in launching position, which is banked over about l oo in 
the direotion in whioh the model will normally bank, and with the 
nose pointing up at exactly the same angle at which you expect the 
model to climb; the n push it gently into the air along the line the 
motor stiok is pointing, and at about the speed at which the model 
flies. 

'.i.'he best method for ad justing that I know is to set the wing in 
such a position that the model glides well, and flies smoothly on a 
few hundred turns. Then make a series of test flights starting with 
about 800 winds, and adding 200 to each flight. If the model shows 
any stalling tendsncy on one of the flights bend the bearing slightly 
so that the prop leans forward very slightly then try again on the 
same number of winds. If it works all right, on the ~ext flight 
again begin aG.ding 200 winds, until you run into more stalling dif
fioulty, whioh requires a little more of the same medicine. Event
ually, by this method you will approach and reaoh :full winds. If 
the model dives than, band the bearing back towards its original 
posi.t ion a trifle and also turn it so that the prop faces just a 
shade in the direction in whioh the ship is to turn. 

The writer has been asked a great many times about the advan
tages of a cambered stabilizer as compared with a flat stabilizer. 
When using a oamber, as the angle of attack is increased, the lift 
developed is greater than the lift for a flat section, providing the 
&reas are equal. For this reason, it is apparent that a oambered 
stabilizer will have better "anti-stalling" quali tie.s. 

But another, and even more valuable asset of the cambered stabil
izer is its use in pulling the ship out of a dive. When a cambered 
section is set at zero angle or a few degree s negative in the air 
stream, the section t~nds to dive~ A flat section set at negative 
angle tends to straighten out to zero degrees. So cambered stabil
izers are ma.de with the lea.ding edge just weak enough so that when
ever the ship's speed increases, no mutter how shallow the dive, the 
leading edge will bend down, increasing the negative angle cf the 
stabilizer, thus slowing down the ship, and bringing it out of the 
dive. However, you must be careful to make the leading edge strrmg 
enough to Withstand the pressure of divlng , nnd rigid enough to 
maintain its angle when the ship is in normal flight. The prop~r 
streng~h can be found only by e:.:.. peri ence, as it must not only be 
s trong enough to remain at the proper angle in normal fl1ght, but 
must also be delicate enough to start assuming B larger negative 
angle whenever the ship goes a bit 'fBste r due to araits getting 
under the tail, a weak m~t~,~1ck, ~ tc . 
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MICROFILM 

A satisfactory microfilm solution can be made from standard 
good clear lacquer, model dope or a mixture of the two, and the right 
amount of castor oil iar tricresyl phosphate. The last two mention
ed are called plasticisers and are ' used to give the film :flexibility. 
Without :flexibility, the film is bri ttle and breaks very easily and 
when a tear is made, it spreads very rapidly. 

Before pouring any solution on the water it is advisable to 
check the following poin~s: 

The film should be made, if possible, in a tank used exclusively 
for microfilm. If a bathtub is used, be sure that it is scrupulously 
clean, as the slightest trace of soap will break up the cohesion of 
water molecules. If the air is too humid or the water too cold. the 
film will beco::na smoky. by collecting moisture before drying. A 
oold draft will also cause this. The water should be of normal auin
mer temperature. Hot water will spread the film. and oold water will 
retard it. 

The li~ing hoop should be made of l/8w diameter aluminum wire. 
(Costa about 2, per foot.) 

Have at least six inches of cleared space around the hoop, so 
that the film spreads evenly over it. 

Divide the tank into small portions for small size frames. An 
unlimited water surface area wi ll tend to spread the film until it 
is too thin for practical purposes. 

It is advisable to have soma way of measuring the amount of sol
ution used, as it is possible to get film of the same color time 
after time, ·providing the same amount of solution is used on similar 
space . 

Now that we have the proper equipment we can try our solutions. 
The first solution should be of just clear lacquer. Pour a short. 
steady stream on the water and watch the film spread. After a while 
the edges will begin to crinkle and the whole film will begin to 
contract. This is a sign that not enough plasticiser is present in 
the solution. i:ore plasticiser is added in small quantities with 
trial tests in between. The satisfactory solution proportion will 
be reached when the edges do not contract and the film is not tacky 
after 3 m1ns. of drying. 

Now that we have the solution we can beain to make the sheets 
which can be used on t he model. The ·following table shows the col
ors of the film which sould be used on different classes of models. 

Blue Violet--ROG tail 
Red VioLet--ROG wing 
Violet Red--Claaa B and 

C tails 
Apple Greea Class B and 

C wings 
Dark Green--Fuselagea 

· ~ ·· r ; ·r~ · .. c· ~ .... ·~ 
.... Q .. I .. .. -: 

I\ L .iJ~ .. i .\~. 
The color depends on the a.mount of solution used and on the 

water area upon which i t is poured. 

To make small sheets, the solution can be poure d on one spot. 
For large and long sheets the solut1on must be poure d in a long con
tinuoue strenrn . 
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Films can be removed from the water by hoop under or abov~ it. 
Just be sure that the film overlaps the wire und that it dOP,S not 
slip once it is on the hoop. The narrower the hoop, the easier it 
is to remove the film in one piece. Beginners should not use a 
hoop more than 10" wide. ~he film should be removed by gently lift
ing one side, until it begins to clear the water, and then raising 
it rapidly, edge first, so that the opposite edge of the hoop leaves 
the water last. Most of the film that is lost is done so by lifting 
it too slowly. Never raise the hoop on a level plane, as the water 
will break or crease the film in the middle. 

The film is normally used when the water has evaporated but if 
you arc in a hurry, it can be placed right on the wing frame. The 
best adhesive is saliva? which is rrpplied only to the outline of the 
wing or tail eurfaoe. A fair adhesive solution can be made from 1 
part of rubber cement to 5 parts of benzine. However, this increases 
the weight as it does not evaporate as completely as the saliva. 

~he film is applied either by placing the surfaces on it, or by 
placing the film on the surfaces. The last method is recommended 
for the beginner. Be sure to have the table area around the wing 
frame or other parts to be covered, moist so that the film stioks to 
it and naturally presses on the wing frame. 

~here are two methods of trimming the film. One is with banana 
oil or dope on a small brush. The other is with a hot wire or elec
tric soldering iron~ 

Do not use a very liquid solvent such as acetone as it is liable 
to run over the spars ruining the covering. The trinuning stick or 
wir_e should be held about 3/8" from the side of wing frame. The film 
should melt before the stick, and the edge of it should form a small 
bead along the spar. Replenish the trimming liquid, or reheat the 
wire as soon as the film stops melting and touches the triIIDiling me
dium. 

Wings are usually covered in sections, especially if they are 
large. Smaller wings, such as R.O.G's, can be covered in one oper
ation by the following methods: 

1. Cover the wing first and then make the dihedral and orease 
the surplus film with ~he breath or wate~. 

2. Divide the film on the hoop and remove the aide nearest to 
the handle. ~he remaining film is applies as shown on the sketch. 

3. Bend the hoop into ·the dihedral and place the wing on it. 
In this case the hoop is bent after the film is placed on it. In 
this case the film is removed from the wate r by placing the hoop on 
top of it. 

To cement wing sections together, it is best to cement the cen
ter portion of the ribs first, and then to bring the spars together. 

Microfilm jobs can be transported on long trips by using the 
packing method~ sho'W?l below. 

12 Ifi tr ate Dope 
1 Castor Oil 

4 Collodian 
2 Amyle Acetate 

Microfilm Formula used by Mayhew Webster 
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KICROFIIJl PROPELLERS 

Developed By Lawrence Smithlin~ 

The advantages of microfilm props are evident. and there is no 
doubt that they will be used more extensively in the future. The 
highest ti~e ma.de. up to date, with microfilm prop is the 22m lls 
flight whioh Herbert Greenberg ma.de at the 1935 National in St. 
Louie. 

The method of constructing microfilm props, as shown below, has 
been used :for several years and has been proven to be dependable • 
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1. Place the L .E. spar as r,;iown and ho1d it in place with pin. 
Moisten it so tha t it will retain its shape when removed. 

2. Position the T.&. spar. Moisten the tip and bend it around the 
:form by holding it at the extremity. Always have pressure on 
it or it will kink and spoil the job. Hold it in place with pin. 

3. Let the spare dry and cut ribs while waiting. All the ribs can 
be of the same chord. 

4. Cement the ribs to the L.E. When eat. trim the excess at the 
T.E. with razor or curved aciaaora. Cement and let dry. 

5. Remove the outline and prepare the other blade in similar manner. 

~. Attach the two blades to the center block as shown. 
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COVERING 

Make a rectangular frame of bnlsa str ips. Cover it with film 
by transferring the film from a regula r hoop . (Four hands required 
for the following operation .) Twist the frame, equivalent to the 
prop pitch, and hnve your partner contact the saliva moistened prop 
outline on the concave s i de of the frame. (The prop is covered on 
the outside or convex side. Trim with hot wire or banana oil. Use 
the same procedure in covering the other blade. Wri nkles can be 
removed by passing the prop over an electric bulb, soldering iron, 
or a bot stove. 

While using the prop be careful to hold it at t he center at 
all times. It can ba patched up by trans fe rring film to it from 
small hoop of spare f ilm. Superfine will also d o in a pinch. Just 
moisten the aren around the break and the film or the pape r will 
adhere to it. 
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RUBBER 

By J.P.G.las s 

'Ihe follaw.ing ls a reeurne of well knnwn information on rubbe:r. 
Indications show th11t .~pecial Brown rubb er i ~ batter for- all forms 
of fl.~1ing heco.uee it contains mor~ e!18 rgy fr>r its vreieftit than !.n y 
other· 1'rnown to us, })<roivi.dine the nec-es.;;~ry pl"eco.ution are taken. 
it i~ possible that a petter ru11her might ::rnvplant it in the near 
future as I'llbber res-enrches nre eonstantly uncovering new discovo
r.i es, lnlt until v-ve e;et something b<Jtter "'e Km.~t try to ge t the 
most out of what we have now. 

To lubricate the rubber u~e green soap straight. Jt can he ob
ta1ne 0 at any dru~~ j st, but be sure. to rub it in t.trou.Jfough}y ;..s it 
is fairly 5tiff. Rubber Should~ Xept in TIN cans w~th ~ir ttg1'1 
CEJ!i/e:r~; tin peC51U~e lifJht i~ IlCre injurious than air. 'I'O eet ttlEJ 
mo~t power and il.u:rw.1 from ~ motol" it i! neceseary to breuk it in 
~l owly l.Jy prewinding. 

GENERAL NOTES OH WINDIUG 

Be fore y_ou begin to \Y ind b'3 su re th11t you know the e:xact mun
ber of turns you want. Then strecht the motor five times its lenght 
no matte r what s ize or number of strands you are us i ng . Wind -1-
of t~e predetermined turns wit~out co~ing in. This requires a po~~ 
winde r, u strong a.rrn and a weak mind, especially when you have over 
10 atrands to deal with. When you have Given it i of the toi~l/ 
c om·a in so that the motor will alwuys have about 2 to 3 inclE f-i of 
e lasticity in it. By the time you reached the reur hook , you 
should hav:i wound in the predetermined nUL1ber of turns . 

1'REWINDING 

The first pre wind should be about 75% of the maximu."11 turns . 
The seccnd about 90'fo, and the third maximum. The third may be used 
fo:r a flight . Remember that power on t he prewind is ~lways higher 
then on subsequent windups. Also rememoer that a good rubber will 
always warn you before breaking by becoming very tight. If it doe s 
bre ak it is ve rs likely because of the grit cha ff or from nick f: 
made on previous flight s. It i s therefore advi sable to examine 
your motor carefully befo :re ever.Y windup. 

Because of the greater power on prewinds, it 1e possible to 
get very encouraging test fli ghs, and it is very disappointing later 
on when the ship falls short of the mark on the full windup • . '.:.' he 
cure for this is to test the model by full windup and then letting 
out the intial burst of power ~n the floor. The model should slowly 
climb to about 50 feet and cruise on th1s decrease of p ower, and it 
Rhoul d come down with very few turns left in the motor. If the ship 
still has many turns le ft you had better check the model for possible 
f aults. It is is allright you will ffi.ve to add more rubber. On other 
hand if the model pe r s ists on climbing yon can reduce the rubber. 
Tha initial torque of a fully wound motor is about 5 times the normal 
and it i s strong enough to take the ship almost st r a ight up. To keep 
the ship under control seve ral s ystems are used , s uch as the down 
thru8t. The are described on other section~ of this book. 
(The above paragrap h is for Indoor models only.) 

DAILY BLURB'S ORIGINAL DICTIONARY 
ARMORY- Smull shad equi .rped with latEist devices for snaring models. 
BLACK RUBnER- Choice shreded inner tubing. 
BROWN RUBBER- Same only worse. (D.B.Originates in Boston) 
FUNERAL MARCH-Trek from floor to model box with remnants of best ship 
MODEL TROPHY- Inverted thimble mounted on a rubber pedestal. 
RAT- One who lat go of your model while you were winding it • 
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TlJRNS 

It is impossi bla to have evAI'Y batch of rubber exactly like 
tl\e previous batch regardless of wha·t the chemists claims. It ie 
therefore readily seen that we cannot set a maximum turns table and 
e~pect it to hold good on all occaitions. The table will vary with 
the condi~ion s and age of the rubber. The following system can be 
used with your rubber tc determine just . how many turns you can give 
to a certain number of strands without making it necessary to test 
the whole s eries of strands. o"I' ,,e .sf-ran~s ea. ch 

I 
First make about ld loops!, 10" long, of 1/8 flat. Lubricate, 

hook one end to a stati onary object fdool\'knob), and wind the rubber 
until it breaks. It is, of course,- understood that you are using 
the proper winding p r ocedure. After you have broken the 10 loops, 
check up and find out the rnaxinnllll turns you can get consistantly. 
Devide the num·ber of turns by 10 to obtain the turns per inch 
figure. This figure is the par, or the basic number, and it can 
be used in computing turns for all multi-strand motors using 1/8 •. 
~11 you have t o do is to multiply the par by the coefficient of the 
:pa~ticular motor. Here is the simple relationship of the setup: 

Par :x Coefficient = Number of turns per inch 

COEFFICIENT TABLE 

No. Strands Coef. No. Strands Coef. 
4 --------- - .70 14 ------ -- .35 
6 ---------- .56 16 -------- .32 
8 ---------- .48 18 -------- .30 

lQ ---------- .43 20 -------- .28 
12 ---------- .39 

For Example~ On our tests the par was 125 turns per inch maximum, 
and 115 safe. To find the maximum turns for a 4 strand motor 

nru.ltiply the par {125) by .70, the coefficient for 4 strand ffiotor. 
Therefore the maximum tlirns possible is -- 125 x .70 = 87.5 turns 
per inoh. And for the safe number turna the result is as follows: 
115 :x •. 70 : 80.5 tunrs per inch. If the motor is 15" long then 
the safe number of tunrs to put into it ia -- 80.5 :x 15: 1,207.5 

The coefficient for sizes under 1/8 are as follows; 

Size Coef. 
7 /64 ---1.06 
3/.32 -- 1.13 
5/64 -- 1.26 

Siz.e Coef. 
1/16---- 1.42 
3/63 --- 1. 65 
1/32 --- 2.05 

These coefficients are based on the assumption that rubber 
is from the same batch, but as this is seldom t he case it is ad
visable to run tests on smaller sizes to be sure of the turns • 

. The above inf ormation is of speoial value for use in con
nection with nrulti-strand motors as it 3aves quite a bit of testing 
time, and it is· especially easyon the money problem by making it 
possible to use a s mall amount of rubber for a complete check on 
the whole. 

PRlC.lUTIClfS 

.The following preoautions are eapeoially applicable to Brown 
rubber as it ie more sensitive to atmoapherio,and otner conditions. 
than Qny other ~ubber. On hot days keep the rubb~r away from ~he 
sun •~ f•w hours ot expo9ure will. ruin it. Keep the r~bber free 
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from ~rit at all timee, and if it doea become gritty be 3u~e to 
wash it and then re-lubricate it. Grit will cause a breakace at 
less than t of the total turns. Expo sure will also reduce tl'E ma,.. 
ximum turns. Always be sure tm.t the lubricate covers th e entire 
surface, because a dry part might stic~ and tear . Good rubber 
in good shape should tal:e 909S of maximum turns dependably. 

POWERING THE MODEL 

The usual problem is to power a model after it ha s been com
pletely built including the prop. - In this case all you can do i s 
to start witha a small amount of rubber and add additional strands 
or increase the size, until the model flies well. 

The aeoond problem is that of a plane completely built with 
the exception of the _µrop. In this case select the 1-ubber tt-Bt \"till 
fly the model · longest. It can be shown matheQatically that if the 
•;e ight of the rubber is ma.de to equal twice that of the mo.del ( 2/3) 
of the total) the plane should fly the l ongest. Greater rubber in
cr 'ia se ( over2/3) increases the wing loading faster than it incre a ses 
t h~ power, and the model will have a s horter duration. If the rubber 
is only equal to the weight of the model (50% of t he total) the 
plane will fly about 85% as long as that with the greater amount 
of rubber, but because of less strain on the model and less danger 
of bad accidents when usin~ lower ration of rubber, it is recomen
ded to use between 50to 60;u of t ha t otal weight. 

The thirsd case is that of a modal being built up to the 
weight rule for contest flying. Here the rubber should be near as 
pos sible to the 100~ of the total weight. The nearer tc the 100~ 
the batter, . becau8e as long as you have to have we ight you might 
as well have it in t he motor, but be sure to keep within the 
weight specifications. 

The fourth case; If you are ju.st building 6 model to fly 
for as long time as possible, the best thing to do is tu mak~ the 
ship as light ~s it is reasonably possible, even i f the rubber 
ratio goes down to 35%. It .might be noted that it is possible 
t o make an Indoor ROG to weight .016 oz. and carry .024 oz 
of rubber, a ratio of better than 60~. 

It is rather unfortunate that we cannot just put on rubber. 
on outdoor ships because of the torque and strenght factors. It 
has to be subdivided into certain number of 8trauU.8 of certain 
lenght. In case o! fuselage model where extra body l~nght us 
severely handicapped it is impossible to get a reasonable rubber 
ratio without some form of gear meohani sm . ~o date the most suc
cessful fuselage jobs have not used gears mec hanism, but we feel 
that by using gears or prime movers and by increasing the rubb~r 
ratio to over 5ofo it should be possible to get better fligi~E of 
actual prop run. The best gear mechnism are such as the 3 or 4 
motor prime movers, and 2 to 3 large gears driving a small pinion 
on the prop shaft of gear ratio of three or four to one. 

Ho gear mechanism can possibly b~ worth its weight on a sci
entific model, where the lenght of the mot or is not limited, be-
cause the most effective arrangement is to lenghten ~he motor 

stick and use direct drive. It should be noted -that almost all mo
dels, aside from the fuselage, nre designed to take 1·rorn 2 ,000 to 
2,500 turns. Suoh motors are usually of fewer strands than toe 
51".orter motors. 

~.B. JMODEL EXPERT-A punk builder, who c~n talk faster, prevaricate 
~ greater, and sound more convincing than the other fellow. 
SCIZNTIPlC ~ESIGN- . Rather fictitious nrune for an old tub that made 

& lucky flight. ---C"ELLOPHANR-The MicrofilnJ sold by Assco. 
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THE CHOICE OF PROPS 

Short thiok motors require large props. Long and thin motors 
tn0.et have smaller diameter and lower pitoh props. In the light of 
Mr. Lawrenoe's prop exp&riments showing the high efficiency for 
low pitch diameter ratio , it might be desirea.ble to design ships 
tor 2,500 to 3,000 turns. 

CONCLUSION 

Certain types of models will normally carry a greater :percent 
o ~'.' rubber than others. The most effici•nt, from this . point of v iew. 
15 the push-pull with hollow motor stiok and general light cons truc
tion to enable the ship to)lave 76% of rubber. The next in line 
ie the twin pusher with 65% of rubber. The single tractor and. 
punher come next because of the necessaty of keep1ng the torgue · down. 
The fuselage jobs are last . The writer has great hopes for tra push
plill and he is sure that we would be ropaid by experimenting with it 
and finding what is neede in a. way adjusting. The present set-
backs are the neccessaty of a special winder and stability trouble. 

INDOOR NOTES: The 3/32 ships have won major contests consistantly 
since Thompson introduced th1s size. It is true that 1/8 ships 
are more dependable to give consistant flights but we feel that 
more erratic 3/32 ships, in good hands. will all ways come out on 
top, m~tly because of lighter weight. 

Number of Turne fable for Motors using 1/8 x 1/32 Brown Rubber 
Using 115 turns per inch as safe par 

------LENGTH------

lQ" _l.f)" ___ 20·1 25" 30" 35" 40" 46'~ 50" 

2 1150 1725 2300 2875 3450 4025 4600 5175 5750 

4 800 1200 1600 2000 2400 2800 3200 3600 4000 

6 640 : ~60 1280 1600 192.0 2240 2560 2880 3200 

8 550 825 1100 1376 1650 1925 2200 2475 2750 

10 500 760 1000 1250 1500 1750 2000 2260 2500 
-

12 440 660 880 1100 1320 1540 1760 19f 0 2200 

14 400 600 800 1000 1200 1400 1600 1800 2000 

16 . 360 540 720 900 1080 : 1260 1440 1620 1800 --
18 340 510 680 85'0 1020 1190 l360 1530 1700 

20 320 480 640 800 960 1120 1280 1440 lGOO 

Edi tor 'e Note: The above Table was computed by the ~ditor. utli ng 
115 turns as par and t he particular coefficient. The result were 
checked against the actual ll1Ul ti-s trand motor tests, an d iLe abov := 
figures were found to be very clo~e to the te t> te_a__ figures. 
To'find the number of turns for Black 1/8 x 1/32 Rubb e r mult i ply 
the above figures by .BO. 

Turne per Inoh on Two Strands of 1/30 Brown 

1/32 3f641l/~6I5/64 3/32 7 /64 1/8 9/64 5/32 11/64 3/16 

P.,,6 ~91 1631 145 130 124 115 113 108 100 <]4 
185 1/3'?, 13lac.k) 103 94 <J./ 32 Black) 75 
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COPPERFILM & SILVERFILM -- METAL PLATING 

By John Zaic 

The development of the technique f or the application of copper
film (copperplating) and silverfilm (silverplating) to wooden ob
jects such as balsa wings and fuselages may be ranked ~s one of the 
most pro,c;;-ressive steps ever taken in the advance of solid exact 
scale models. lleretofore, models of the Northrop Alpha, Beta, and 
Grona, and many other airplanes with a metal stressed skin covering 
ware orlly within the range of experienced metal-workers and entirely 
out of the field of ordinary modelbuilders, if a reali8tic finish 
was desired. But by simple plating methods, any one of average ·skill 
may truly reproduce the shining metal skin coverings of these planes, 
as well as propellers, etc. for all planes. Q-
The materials needed are as follows:-

One it volt dry cell. ~--=-= =-=,,._...,,_---=-= ----= 
Ona storage battery metal clip. -=--:__~ - ~-=:.._:=::_~-=-- .__.:_-
One glass bowl - as large as possible. -__ - -=-::_:_ --~ 
One pure copper sheet - 4" x 4" x 1/32". 
One half pound copper sulphate. 
One ounce sulphuric acid. 
Wood filler, lacquer, ~nd high grade lacquer thinner. 
Package finest copper bronze powder. 
Any of the silver plating compounds sold in hardware stores. 

The steps in the applica tion are as follows:-
1. The wooden object to be plated should be given a very smooth 

finish. }'ill the pores up with wood filler, sand carefully, und 
finally wat erproof the object with severa l thin coo.ts of lacquer. 

2. Jn order to electroplate , the surftlc8 of the object must be 
~ade electrically conductive by coHting it with a paint composed of 
copper bronze powder mixed to a bru:5hing consistency with 10 parts 
thinner and one part lacquer. Apply two coa ts with a soft camels 
hair brush, brushing only in one direction. 

3. Fill the glass bowl ~ full with water, then add enough cop
per sulphate until a deep blue color is obta ined. ~dd a few drops 
of sulphuric acid for better conductivity. 

4. With the aid of some wire and the metal clip, connect the 
obj ect to be plated to the negative side of the battery snd then 
immerse it in the solution. Connect the copper plate to the posit
ive side, and iIIIDlerse it also, being sure that it does not touch the 
object. In about 15 minutes a flesh pink film will form on the ob
ject. When a film of the desired thickness is obtained, take the 
object out and wash it. A buffer, emery paper, and powdered pumice 
all can be use d to good advantage in fi nishing the object to the 
proper sheen. 

Note:- If a dirty brick mud-like de posit ia formed on the ob
ject, it is an indication of either too strong a current or of too 
weak a solut i on of copper sulphate. First try adding copper sulph
ate, then, if this doe sn't correot the oondition, reduce the voltage 
by a reostnt in series with the hook-up. 

5. If an imitation aluminum or duralumin finish is desired, 
this mny be done by merely rubbing the already oopperplated object 
with any of the silver plating oompounde or paatee sold in hardware 
stores. A coat of clear lacquer will prevent the silver from tar
nishing and will preserve the lustre. 
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ADDITIONAL AIRFOIL SECTIONS may be found in N.A.C.A. Reports 
Nos. 93, 124, 182~ 244, 286, 315, and 460. .These reports may be 
seen in your library or be purobased on applioation to the --
Superintendent of Doouments,---Government Printing Office, -- 
Washington, D.C. For further information write to the National 
Advisory Committe for Aeronautioa, Navy Building, Washington, D.C. 
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SOCIETY OF MODEL 
AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERS 

(The Body go verning Mo del Aeron•utics in G reat Brit•in, 
by agreement with the Roy•l Aero C lub.) 

OFFICIAL LIST OF .BRITISH RECORDS, 1936 

l'USELAQB 1UCBIHBS 

Rising off Ground G. M. llerrifield 
Rising off Water M. E. Hunt 
Hand Launched A. D. Paine 
Speed c. H. Debenham 
Auto-Gyro (H.L.) s. R. Crow 

GLIDER 
Hand Launohed w. E. bans 

J'ARlUN TYPE 
Hand. Launa he d c. .A. Rippon 

TAILLESS TYPE 
Hand Launched '· B. Baggs 

PETKOL DRIVEN :tilA.CHINES 
R.O.G. c. .B. Bowden 

c. A. lUCHINES 
Fuselage B.O.G. D. A. Pavely 
Non-Pu.aelage R. O.G. D. A. Pavely 

SPAR MACHI1'83 

TWIN PUSHER 
Ri•ing off Ground s. c. Hersom 
Ri•ing off Water s. c. Here om 
Hand Launched T. D. c. Chown 

·l'WII PUSH~R AUTO-GYRO 
IMmi La.unc hed D. A. Pavel1 

TRACTOR 
Rising off Ground D. A. Pavely 
Rising off Water s. c. Hersom 
HaJM1. Launched P. L. Wilson 

GLil>BR 
Hand Launched w. z. Evans 

FARMAN TYPE 
Rising off Ground c. A. Rippon 
Hand Launa hed c. A. Rippon 

73 

9m 50.0s 
l.m 46.0e 

23m 10.0e 
33.25 m.p.h. 

14.48 

3m 10.0e 

31.28 

lm 30.0a 

12m 48.0s 

lm 7.6e 
lm 10.0s 

4m 7.0e 
1m 5.0a 
2m 25.0s 

25.Bs 

lm 51.2s 
43.0s 

2m 10.0s 

2m 10.0e 

32.4s 
37.Se 



MODEL AIRCRAFT LEAGUE OF CANADA 
Junior Branch, Aviation League of Canada 

OFFICIAL CANADIAN MODEL AIRCRAFT RECORDS 

INDOOR 

STICK R.O.G. 

Junior: 
Senior: 
Adult: 

Clarence Dunn, Hamilton Ont. 
Ernest Houslander, Hamilton 0nt. 
Ted Booth, Hamilton Ont. 

STICK HAND LAUlTCH.ED 

Junior: 
Senior: 
Adult: · 

Don Mcintyre, Guelph Ont. 
Harry Burrows, Toronto Ont . 
John T. Dilly, Galt Ont. 

FUSELAGE R.O .G. 

Junior: 
Senior: 
Adult: 

George Reed, Toronto Ont. 
Albert Levy, Toronto Ont. 
John T. Dilly, Galt Ont. 

FLYING SEMI-SCALE 

Junior: 
Senior: 
Adult: 

Jack Barton, Weston Ont. 
Harold Frier Birch, Cliff Ont. 
Albert Levy, Toronto Ont. 

GLIDER HAND LAUNCHED 

Senior: Ernest Barrie, Galt Ont. 

OUTDOOR 

STICK HAliD LAUNCHED 

Junior : 
Senior: 

WAKEFIELD 

Junior: 
Senior: 
Adult: 

Jack Purvis, Toronto Ont . 
Vic Davey, Winnipeg Man. 

Jeff Noble, Toronto Ont. 
Bill Hunt, Vancouver B.C. 
Fred J. Rogerson, Hamilton Ont. 

4m l9s 
Sm 34s 
5m 27s 

5m 43s 
17m 14s 
13m 56s 

3m 5Gs 
Sm 568 
6m 23s 

lm 468 
2m 19s 
4m 14s 

33s 

5m 20s 
5m 4ls 

498 
2m 
lm 12.a 
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